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(NOTE: Possibility Management is open code thoughtware. The copyleft notice affirms that this material cannot be copyrighted. The use limit is to assure that if an unqualified person tries to deliver this initiation and runs into problems, they alone are responsible. This is a powerful initiatory process that tends to catalyze expansion in personal consciousness. It needs to be delivered within a specifically held context by a person with a specific skill level, quality of consciousness, and intention.)

BACKGROUND CONTEXT:
This initiation was invented during the Intimacy Journeyers training in Portland, Oregon, USA by Anne-Chloé Destremau and Clinton Callahan 26-30 September 2018.

FORMAT:
This initiation is done sitting facing each other in groups of 3. It can be used as Unhookability Practice or as a Crack-In-Certainty practice. It takes 60-75 minutes

PURPOSE:
To learn to use the energetic sword of clarity to distinguish and take radical responsibility for the context of a conversation.

INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND:
Most of you have heard of the Sword of Clarity. It is one of the 13 Tools on a Possibility Manager’s Toolbelt (http://13tools.startover.xyz), provided you first use your Possibility Stone to shift identity into being a Possibility Manager. The Standard Human Intelligence Thoughtware of modern culture does not teach these distinctions, but that does not need to stop you from incorporating them into your everyday life.

Often times you might remember that you have a Sword of Clarity hanging down from your Toolbelt… but what is it for? When should you use it?

The proposal with this initiation is entirely different. The proposal here is that you NEVER put your Sword of Clarity away. Ever. The proposal is that you ALWAYS have your diamond-sharp blazing two-sided Sword of Clarity to hand.

Then with every situation you encounter, every person you meet, in person, by phone, Skype, Zoom, Facebook, WhatsApp, Email, Telegram… whatever… you meet them with the glistening sharp point of your sword first.

Why? What’s the point? (no pun intended…)

The point is that with your Sword of Clarity always out then you more likely have your energetic center on your physical center and are Centered. You are more likely to have you Ground Cord from your Center to the center of Gaia. You are more likely to have your
personal bubble of space, your gameworld’s bubble of context, and to be holding your golden cube of workspace with your Bright Principles streaming in. You are more likely to be attentive to your own attention, to your Gremlin, and to your Archetypal Lineage.

And the biggest benefit is: you will always, in each instant, be able to distinguish between two kinds of conversations. Your Sword of Clarity is always asking: What kind of conversation is being offered here?

There are two possibilities. Either…

1. You are being offered an eye-to-eye adult-to-adult conversation. Or…
2. You are being offered some kind of Low Drama, full of victim persecutor rescuer stories, assumptions, projections, expectations, resentments, etc.

This is an important distinction to be ongoingly making, because if you mistake one kind of conversation for the other you are out of resonance and easily hooked.

NOTICE HOW THERE ARE TWO CONDITIONS THAT USUALLY APPLY:

1. CONDITION: EYE-TO-EYE When an eye-to-eye conversation is being offered, your Sword of Clarity is still out and used to hold space for Adult Speaking, Possibility Speaking, Discovery Speaking, or Dragon Speak for example. Its diamond sharp clarity aids in you in navigating spaces in which Extraordinary Love or Archetypal Love is happening, healing is happening, transformation is happening, discovery is happening, play is happening, collaborative co-intelligent co-creation is happening, etc.

2. CONDITION: NOT-FAIR When any kind of Low Drama is being offered, your Sword of Clarity is first used to change your state of being. Your state needs to switch INSTANTLY and without delay to an understanding and acceptance that this conversation or interaction is no longer fair. You are required to make efforts that the other person is neither trained or able to make. They are probably not even aware of the possibility of these efforts. But you are. Awareness makes you responsible.

In the NOT FAIR condition, an entirely new set of tools, distinctions, and efforts are instantly activated and your Sword of Clarity is needed to enact all of them. These may include:
INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
1. Get in groups of 3 sitting, with a Possibility Manager, a Client, and a Coach.
2. The Client starts an EYE-TO-EYE Conversation in the Adult Ego State, and then at some trigger point gets hooked into an Unfair Conversation from the Child Ego State, Parent Ego State, Gremlin Ego State, or Demon Ego State.
3. The Coach notices if the Possibility Manager has his or her Sword of Clarity out and, in the same moment that the gesture is made, notices the shift of Conversation Context to the NOT FAIR condition and seamlessly begins interacting as the Sorceress, the Mage, the Wizard, the Witch, the Alchemist, to continue the interaction until it has a chance to return to the EYE-TO-EYE condition. Of course, in real life, it may not ever return to the EYE-TO-EYE condition, but that does not mean you have to avoid all such interactions, or you might be talking to yourself forever...
4. The Client is free to journey back and forth between the EYE-TO-EYE condition and the NOT FAIR condition and experience what that is like, for example, what the Gremlin payoffs are for the NOT FAIR condition, what the motivating fears are, what the resistance is to return to EYE-TO-EYE, etc.
5. The Coach suggests that the Possibility Manager practice NOT FAIR conversation skills that they are not using, not familiar with, or not so good at. This is about practicing new tools.

COMPLETION AND WRAP UP:
Take sharing and questions.